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Imprinted
Christine Aument   
When I lost my love, 
You were there,
Listening to my pain,
Consoling in my sorrow.
Then you pushed the envelope,
A kiss more than the kiss of  friends.
An apology,
But, later, yet another kiss…
It felt nice.
It filled a gap.
It intimated a romance
That could never be.
But I was vulnerable,
Lonely, hurting, open…
You were concerned,
Caring, loving, gentle…
Now I’m ready to move on
To redefine my life.
Still you populate my thoughts,
A name that pops to mind unbidden, 
In a relationship where
We will always be just friends.
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A whisper in the shadows,
a whistle in the trees.
There’s singing in the meadows,
dancing in the seas.
Shouting from the tops of  mountains;
a listen to the cry in need.
There’s sounds of  music in the thunder,
lightning above the weeds.
A wind blows the branches;
a leaf  decides to leave.
The clouds begin to move away;
darkness tries to flee.
A shadow traps the sun;
the moon is set free.
The sunlight peaks through;
a rainbow is seen.
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